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About This Game

Travel the world, meet interesting new people, and assassinate them for money!

"It's Killing Time" is an ultra-violent 140,000-word interactive novel by Eric Bonholtzer, where your choices control the story.
It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Earn respect, reputation, and wealth as a hired assassin. You'll be dressed to kill, driving an exotic car with outlandish weapons
in the trunk.

But in the glamorous, fast-paced world of murder-for-hire, you can never know who to trust and who's gunning to take you out.
Who will betray you? Whom will you betray?

Will you be a spiritual hitman or hitwoman, a ruthless assassin, a total psychopath, or a righteous killer? The choice is yours.
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I bought it because of Square Enix. They cannot make or produce bad games right? Well.. this one is not their best ones. Story is
probably good but swap four to form somewhat combos is somewhat a tricky thing. I personally am no fan of these rotate/twist
four puzzle games and I lost my intrest on it entirely quite soon, so I cannot recommend it to anyone who’s not fan of the type of
puzzle games.. slow
repetitive
boring

cool artwork, but...
yeah i wouldnt recommend it
its basically like BROOKHAVEN EXPERIMENT for 3 year olds
colored squares float towards you from all sides, choose the matching color to paint them so they explode
thats it.... Fun little high speed Galaga-esque shooter with choice early-'80s graphics and sounds, but needs a little TLC. Can't
choose resolution or window, so the game defaults to fullscreen. On my 21:9 setup this is making my ship invisible along the
bottom. I need to window this game, buddy! ALT + Enter does nothing. Also needs a little explanation of what the powerups
are. You unlock new ships as you play, but how? A little explanation and some basic graphic options would go a long way.. not
nearly as fun as GalCivII, but it still is an alright reboot of the old GalCiv game on the Amiga. A true Idie game - fum, charming
and complex all in the same package.

The graphics are neat, and the gameplay really, really fun - with much to explore! It's like a rouge-like game had a baby with a
space exploration game (Elite?), and the space physics of the game (moon lander, anyone?) really impresses.

The only thing i would have liked to have added is: The game supports 4 player local - but I was expecting to conect up my
second game (having second licence) on the local Lan, so that me and the son wouldn't have to share monitor, but alas - did not
figure out how to do this.

But overall a solid, superfun game.
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Cheap design.. I don't know where this bloody influx of FPS Creator titles has come from and, frankly, it doesn't matter so long
as we can assemble a team to burn it to the ground but, in the meantime, I sure hope you like your stages like an eight year old
girl likes her bowling lanes: separated by GIANT CRASH BARRIERS.

Without fail, every area transition (of which there are only a merciful four) sent me hurtling back to the desktop with the
gratingly familiar "FPSC has stopped working" taunt that is becoming far more familiar in my gaming pursuits than is acceptable.
Occasionally you get a "root system error" when you try to save as well which I guess is the closest thing this abomination is going to
get to variety.

The Lost Souls is atrociously written, horrendously translated and is honestly about throwing seven switches over fifteen
minutes. Never buy it. Never play it. This would be considered an abuse of human rights by the government in a George
Orwell novel.

Sheer garbage awaits your eyes below:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=obRqRrv6y9U. It's cheap and fun for two hours.. I have no problem supporting EA
games, but only within reason. This game cost 19 bucks, and is rife with bugs. On my plays time keeps just refusing to advance,
thus killing the game and causing me to start over and over again.

This should not even be sold until game breaking bugs are fixed, and even then at half the current price.. Good old and
underrated fps, actually it can looks like a russian version of the first Quake.. What can I say. You can spread the socialist
revolution as Russia. 10\/10.. a charming game, just spent ma fiver and i feel good about it the game is quirky and enjoyable i
still havent quite discovered what i am actualy ment to be doing? and am just walking around bumping into♥♥♥♥♥♥ but its
good and hard to explain once i figure out how to play it will be increasingly good
. Reflects to current day politics and furthers the complexity to the game. I really enjoy it. Super Mario Bros on meth. 10/10
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